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JHB International:  A Collector’s Perspective  by Harriett Brittenham 

For 45 years, JHB International was a major supplier of buttons for the fashion and novelty 

industries.  During this time, JHB’s reputation for unique and original buttons grew and the button collecting 

world quickly took notice.  For many of its years in operation, JHB held licenses for popular button subjects 

including Charlie Brown and the Gang, Kellogg’s Cereal Characters, Paddington Bear, Camp Grandma and 

Beatrix Potter. During JHB’s 4+ decades in business, society and leisure time activities changed significantly 

and JHB's primary customers disappeared.   Independent fabric shops scattered all over the nation and 

catering to home sewers were replaced by large box stores.  JHB shifted its focus, business model and 

products. In 2014, JHB International sold its assets to Blumenthal Lansing.  Join Harriett and Friends for 

stories of the buttons of JHB and discover more collectible buttons from the 20th and 21st Centuries. 

Harriett Brittenham is a third generation button collector and has had a passion for them since early 

childhood when she sat on her mother’s lap stringing buttons during club meetings. She has served on the 

National Board.  She is currently co-director of National Publicity and is the President of the Colorado State 

Button Society and of WRBA. 

 

Filigree Button Necklace   by Jill Gorski      Kit fee $25    THIS WORKSHOP IS LIMITED TO 20 PARTICIPANTS. 

Make a stunning necklace and show off a beautiful button.  Jill will teach you multiple ways to craft 

beautiful jewelry with no harm what so ever to your buttons. 

Class includes tools and instruction.  Kits will vary slightly so that each necklace is a unique piece.  

Jill Gorski came to the Button World via sewing and crafting.  Now she spends her time and efforts 

combining her love of all things textile related to teach others about the importance of preserving their 

buttons. 

 

French Tights – How tight do they need to be and other pressing questions    by Yessy Byl 

French tights are beautifully made metal buttons with unique construction.  There have been many 

debates as to what exactly is a “French tight” and Yessy will deal with that as well as another controversial 

issue--dating French tights. She will be building on H. Bangemann’s excellent article on French tights in the 

May 2005 NBS Bulletin in reviewing the variety French tight designs and backmarks. 

    While Yessy is primarily a black glass aficionado, she has been fascinated by French tights since puzzling 

over why someone described a T.W.W. French tight as “two part” construction. She lives in Edmonton, 

Alberta and is the membership secretary for WRBA and the second vice president of the NBS.   

 

Enamel Envy   by Merry Jo Thoele 

This presentation will cover a variety of enamel techniques and discuss ways to approach collecting these 

beautiful buttons, both old and modern. 

Enamel (NBS Section 4) is the art of glass on metal. It is the difficult art of creating images by melting 

finely crushed glass powders onto metal. The technique is centuries old, has been used in various ways, and 

is very durable. The colors are brilliant and are not harmfully influenced by light or air. In its original sense, 

enamel is glass or vitreous paste fused to a prepared surface, usually metal, by means of intense heat.  



Merry Jo Thoele is a fourth generation button collector and she shares the hobby with her sister, Colorado 

member Kathy Figenshau. Merry Jo has been presenting on enamel buttons since 2010 and has published 

articles on the subject in both the Minnesota and Colorado Button Society Bulletins. 

 

Buttons through My Pink Goggles (La Vie En Rose)    by Mika Jarmusz 

Each of us sees the world totally different, through the lenses of our uniquely biased life 

experiences.  Bebe, our illustrated character, will take us through the story as we explore the mystery of early 

memories and our not-so-super brain functions.  Narration by Delores Smith, Illustration by Ivy Fisher, 

Production Support by Julie Reifel.  Buttons visually shared by members of Portland Button Club, Oregon. 

Part I: Tinted Glasses 

Part II: (In)-Visible Light 

Part III: Energy 

 

Animal, Vegetable, or Mineral?  LET’S TALK ABOUT MINERALS!  by Martha Towne 

Do you know the “mystery” of Pipestone?  Can you determine whether a clear stone on a button is glass, 

quartz or rock quartz?  What’s the importance of stones in buttons that are identified as Opalized, Petrified, 

Mineralized, Fossilized or Agatized? Is there a difference?  Attend Martha’s workshop and learn about the 

minerals that have long been used in button making.  Martha will have numerous mineral specimens and 

buttons on display. 

Martha is widely known and respected in the button community as being the “go-to person” when 

identifying minerals, gems and gemstones.  She has been a member of the Flatirons Mineral Club of Boulder 

CO since 1987.  She has an extensive background in the bead community and has been an active button 

collector for many years.  For the last 13 years she has sold buttons with Susannah Jordan of Grandma’s 

Buttons. 

 

Mexican Silver Buttons: The Silversmiths of the Taxco School by Elaine Cossman 

During the 1920s through the 50s, Taxco, Mexico, became a mecca for talented designers and the 

silversmiths who brought their visions to life in the form of finely-crafted jewelry, belt buckles, cuff links and—

infrequently—buttons. Learn how to identify silver buttons as Mexican, as well as recognize the major 

makers—both signed and unsigned. 

 

The Delicious Diversity of Decorative Finishes by Beth Schaut 

    The diversity of Decorative Finishes on buttons is amazing. Even a modest collection will have many listed 

and unlisted examples.  When the focus of a button tray is on Decorative Finishes (DF), and not the material 

of the button, assembly of a good representation is possible and educational. You can discover quite a bit in 

the process of exploring your collection, so peek into your “horde” and surprise yourself with what you may 

have missed! This talk will help train your eye to see further potential in your buttons and garner more 

appreciation of the diversity of DFs.  Knowledge gained might also add some extra points in competition. 

This talk will be based on the official definition of a Decorative Finish as it comes from the Glossary on Page 

74 in the NBS Blue Book.  

    Beth has been collecting buttons for 12 years, loves all buttons, but especially likes colored glass and 

whistles. A couple years ago, Beth decided to see if the assembly of a tray focused on decorative finishes 

was as easy as she hoped.  It was the beginning of an educational journey through her modest collection 

and the journey isn’t finished! Beth was encouraged by her button mentor, Kerrie Newton, to complete this 

project, and shares it in her honor.  

 

The Joy of Patterns by Frances Howell 

    Fran will be presenting an introduction to the rich world of patterns found on buttons. Description to 

follow. 

 

Diggin’ DIGS by Pamela Evock & Simone Kincaid 

    This workshop will focus on DIV. III (Modern/Vintage) Design in Glass Surface (DIGS) buttons.  An overview 

to this type of button will be given, with attention to 125 patterns documented by the late Doris Mohler.  In 

addition, many of the “unlisted” DIGS will be discussed and shown.  Tips on identifying, collecting and finding 

DIGS will be discussed.  A reference handout will be made available to workshop attendees.   



Pam's exposure to buttons began as a little girl when her mother allowed her to look at all the pretty 

buttons in her large button tin.  It wasn't until 1998 that she became aware an actual button world existed 

and people came together to share their hobby.  She became enchanted while attending her first button 

show.  That same year, she joined the Pennsylvania State Button Society (PSBS) and became a Life Member 

of NBS.  Since that time, she joined several state button societies.  Her experience includes serving first as a 

clerk and then becoming a judge.  She served the PSBS as head of judging for a few years.  She considers 

herself a student with the continual desire to study all aspects of button collecting.  Upon retirement from 

her career as an academic advisor for Penn State University, she moved to Missoula, MT where she has 

more time to devote to her hobby of button collecting.      

 Simone's interest in buttons began as a young girl.  Her mother's antique business gave her plenty of 

opportunities to play with beads and buttons.  Collecting buttons became a passion while in college.  

Needing extra money, she began to restore vintage clothing to resell at flea markets and needed buttons to 

repair those clothes.  After college, she accepted an archeology position in Idaho.  There she met Marian 

Schenkenberger and soon became a member of the Historical Button Club and the Idaho State Button 

Society (ISBS).  She became a Life Member of NBS in the late 1970s.  In ISBS, she has held almost every 

position, including serving three terms as president.  Today, she works as an archeological consultant and 

bookseller.  Co-author of several regional history books, she added another category to her accomplishments 

in 2015 when she co-authored the NBS Black Glass Handbook with Joan Lindsay. 

 

 


